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Abstract

Personalised speech enhancement (PSE) extracts only the speech of a target user and removes everything else from corrupted input audio. This can greatly improve on-device streaming audio processing, such as voice calls and speech recognition, which has strict requirements on model size and latency. To focus the PSE system on the target speaker, it is conditioned on a recording of the user’s voice. This recording is usually summarised as a single static vector. However, a static vector cannot reflect all the target user’s voice characteristics. Thus, we propose using the full recording. To condition on such a variable-length sequence, we propose fully Transformer-based PSE models with a cross-attention mechanism which generates target speaker representations dynamically. To better reflect the on-device scenario, we carefully design and publish a new PSE dataset. On the dataset, our proposed model significantly surpasses strong baselines while halving the model size and reducing latency.

Index Terms: personalised speech enhancement, speech separation, Transformers

1. Introduction

Audio source separation can greatly improve voice calls and speech recognition. Deep neural networks have lately shown great performance improvements in audio source separation tasks [1, 2, 3]. In many cases, such as on a mobile phone, data from the target user is available to improve performance further. The process of removing all other audio components from the corrupted input utterance, both environmental noise and other voices than the target voice, is called personalised speech enhancement (PSE). For the mobile phone scenario, response time and application size are critical factors. Thus, streaming-based inference, latency, and model size are of paramount importance when designing on-device PSE systems.

For PSE systems, personalisation relies on a previously recorded enrolment clip of the target user. Previous works typically use a separate embedding neural network to summarise the entire enrolment clip into a static embedding vector, and this embedding vector is viewed as a voice profile of the user [4, 5]. A widely-used method of utilising the voice profile is to concatenate the embedding with the intermediate features of the PSE network [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Even previous works, which utilise attention mechanisms, execute the attention between the corrupted input utterance and the single static embedding vector [10, 11, 12]. However, the single static vector may fail to capture the variability of the target user’s speech.

To represent the variability in the enrolment audio, we propose to use a sequence of hidden states instead of a single static embedding vector. As shown in related fields, such as text-to-

2. Background

2.1. Single Speaker Embedding Vector Extraction

PSE systems typically condition on a single embedding vector for the speaker, which is usually extracted from an enrolment

\footnote{Dataset available at: https://github.com/shucongzhang/CrossAttnPse}
utterance $A$. For instance, a normalised i-vector [17] or a d-vector [18] is commonly used as the single embedding vector. Fig. 1 shows the workflow of using a d-vector network to extract a single enrolment embedding vector. Once the enrolment audio has been recorded, the single embedding vector does not change.

2.2. PSE as Mask Prediction

Given a corrupted input utterance $X' = (x'_1, x'_2, ..., x'_t)$ and the enrolment utterance $A = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_p)$ of a target speaker, where $t$ and $p$ are the sequence length for $X'$ and $A$ respectively, a PSE task is to extract the target speaker’s speech $X = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_t)$ accurately. Since our focus is on-device, we do not use convolutional layers to extract features from the raw wave [1], in order to reduce model size, overall computations, and latency. Here, we consider PSE as a spectral-subtraction task [19]. Thus, in the scope of the paper, both $X'$ and $X$ are spectrograms. For the corrupted input $X'$, the PSE model generates a mask whose elements are in $[0, 1]$ by conditioning on $A$. Then, the mask is applied on $X'$ and the output should be as close to $X$ as possible.

3. Related Work

For PSE systems, the main trend to combine a static vector with the speech enhancement model is to simply concatenate it with the hidden representations originating from the corrupted input signal [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. However, we consider multi-head attention to attend the full sequence of enrolment utterance hidden states, since a sequence of hidden states typically better captures the speaker characteristics than a single static vector [13, 14].

A different but related use case is where a voice profile is available for not just the target speaker, but also for an interfering speaker. [30, 31] use an attention layer to attend both the target and the interference enrolment audio once, but otherwise use only recurrent neural networks. The scenario where interfering speakers are not only known but have also enrolled could be relevant for home smart speakers, but it is not considered plausible for this work, which focuses on mobile phones.

[32] uses attention mechanisms to soft-select a single static embedding for the current speaker from multiple enrolled users. This is not suitable for our mobile phone use case, where the device is typically used by a single user, and the motivation in [32] is not to produce dynamic speaker representations.

[6] applies an attention mechanism only within the enrolment utterance itself to generate a single static speaker embedding. In this work however, we propose to execute attention between the enrolment clip and the corrupted input clip to generate dynamic speaker representations.

![Figure 2: Baselines which use on a single static embedding vector.](image)

Figure 2: Baselines which use on a single static embedding vector. We implement SpEXpe following [8] and AvaTr following [12]. TCN refers to temporal convolutional network [7, 8] and attention refers to multi-head attention layer [33].

![Figure 3: Proposed models which utilise cross-attention to attend the full sequence of enrolment hidden states.](image)

Figure 3: Proposed models which utilise cross-attention to attend the full sequence of enrolment hidden states.

4. Method

To better capture the dynamics of both the enrolment utterance and the corrupted input audio, we propose two variations of Transformer-based encoder-decoder models. Fig. 3 presents an architectural overview of our proposed models. Considering the on-device use case, we further make these models streaming.

4.1. Self-attention Encoder

We use a self-attention encoder to transform a corrupted input utterance $X' = (x'_1, x'_2, ..., x'_t)$ to a sequence of hidden states $Z = (z_1, z_2, ..., z_t)$, where $X' \in \mathbb{R}^{t \times d_{fft}}$ and $Z \in \mathbb{R}^{t \times d_{model}}$ for the proposed architectures (see Fig. 3). $d_{fft}$ refers to the number of features after a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Denoting $X'$ or the output of the previous encoder layer as $S$, then each encoder layer can be described as:

$S' = LN(S + MHA(Q = S, K = S, V = S))$  
(1)

$S'' = LN(S' + FFN(S'))$.  
(2)

where MHA, LN, FFN denote multi-headed attention [33], layer normalisation [34] and the feed-forward network in [33], respectively. To achieve real-time streaming, we apply a relative positional encoding (RPE) [35, 36] and a mask for the MHA component such that at each time step, each encoder layer only looks back $k$ frames.
4.2. Cross-attention Decoder

As discussed in the previous sections, a single static speaker embedding may fail to capture all of the speaker's characteristics. Rather, the full sequence of hidden states of the enrolment utterance better reflects the variability of the speaker's voice features [13, 14]. Therefore, instead of using a single static embedding vector, we propose to utilise the full enrolment audio hidden states. For the scenario where only one enrolment clip of the target user is available, we apply a pre-trained d-vector model [18] to A to generate a sequence of hidden states $H$ (e.g., in Fig. 1 $H = [h_0, h_1, h_2]$). In this case, $H$ reflects the variability of the speaker’s voice over time.

We further consider the case where $q$ different enrolment utterances $A_{1:q}$ of the same target user are available. In this setting, we apply the pre-trained d-vector model to each enrolment utterance to get $H_{1:q}$. Since processing $q$ full sequences $H_{1:q}$ could be too time-consuming for the on-device use case, we propose to use $h_{1:q,p}$ as the hidden state sequence, where $p$ denotes the last time step of the enrolment clip. $h_{1:q,p}$ presents the variability of the speaker's voice over different utterances.

By a slight abuse of notation, we denote both $H$ and $h_{1:q,p}$ as $H$. To utilise $H$, motivated by attention-based neural machine translation models [33, 37], we propose to apply cross-attention between the corrupted input frames and the enrolment hidden states. As shown in Fig. 3, to execute the cross-attention, we view the hidden representation of the current corrupted input as the Query ($q$) and $H$ as the Key and Value ($k$ and $v$). Therefore, based on the current input frame, the cross-attention learns to do either a “soft selection” of suitable enrolment hidden states along the time axis of the single enrolment audio, or a “soft selection” of the most suitable enrolment audio from multiple enrolment utterances. Thus, compared to a static vector, the speaker representation produced by the proposed cross-attention is more flexible and accurate.

We denote as $Y$, both the encoder hidden states $Z$ and the output of the previous decoder layer. To apply the dot-product in cross-attention, we map $H$ into $H'$ through a linear transformation to match the feature dimension of $Y$. Then, each cross-attention layer in the decoder can be described as:

$$Y' = \text{LN}(Y + \text{MHA}(Q = Y, K = H', V = H'))$$  \hfill (3)

$$Y'' = \text{LN}(Y' + \text{MHA}(Q = Y', K = Y', V = Y'))$$  \hfill (4)

$$Y''' = \text{LN}(Y'' + \text{FFN}(Y''))$$  \hfill (5)

We apply masking and RPE to the MHA component in Equation (4) to enable streaming. However, for the cross-attention MHA in Equation (3), since $H'$ is pre-computed and available locally, we do not need to apply masking to support streaming. We propose two decoder architectures. The first one is “Cross-Seq” as shown in Fig. 3(a). It only has one cross-attention layer. Then, it uses self-attention to extract further hidden representations. The second one is “Cross-Seq+” as shown in Fig. 3(b), where the decoder is fully cross-attention based.

4.3. Baselines

Among the related works in Section 3, which utilise a single static embedding vector through concatenation or attention mechanisms, [4, 8, 12] make a comprehensive set of different model architectures which includes recurrent networks [4], convolutional networks [8] and MHA networks [8, 12]. Thus, we choose [4, 8, 12] as baselines for comparisons. [8, 12] are the most relevant to the proposed work since they use MHA networks in the model backbone, and Fig. 2 shows the architectures of [8, 12].

4.4. Time Complexity

One decoder layer in [8] takes $O(t^2 \cdot d_{\text{model}})$ time, while one proposed cross-attention layer takes $O(t \cdot p \cdot d_{\text{model}})$ time. Typically, $p \ll t$ and especially in the multiple utterance case, usually $p \ll t$. Thus, for the decoder part, our method has a lower time complexity. For the encoder, one encoder convolutional sub-layer of [8] has a lower time-complexity than one encoder MHA sub-layer of our proposed model. Nevertheless, in Section 5, we will show that with only about half of the parameters, our proposed models can give superior results than [8]. Due to reduced model size and number of layers, the actual run-time of our model is similar to [8], [12] is a Transformer-based model and has a same level of complexity compared to our model. However, as we will show in Section 5, our model can surpass [12] with only half of the parameters, resulting in lower latency.

5. Experiments

Dataset. Since public datasets such as WSJ0-2mix [15] and LibriMix [16] do not perfectly match our use case, we build our dataset to reflect the on-device close-talk microphone scenario: (1) we add periods of silence; (2) we consider overlapping and non-overlapping noise; (3) the noise can start or end at any point of the input clip; (4) The types of environmental noise are enormous. For ground-truth clean speech, we use LibriSpeech [38], which is already split into train, dev and eval sets. For training, we use all 460 hours available. For each clean audio, we pair it with either an ambient noise (45%) from FreeSoundDataset [39] or a babble noise (45%) from a different speaker in LibriSpeech. The remaining 10% are left as clean samples, with a small amount of white noise added. The target speech and noise are then added to create the corrupted data, with the noise amplitude adjusted to create varying SNR values (sampled uniformly between $-3$ dB and 10 dB inclusive). Each corrupted audio is then matched with 1 or 5 enrolment utterances, which are random audio clips from the same speaker in the LibriSpeech dataset. For each utterance, a random 3 second chunk (after removing silence) is taken from the longer clip to act as a short enrolment audio. The corrupted clips are then segmented into 3 second chunks, to allow for efficient batching and training. For calculating word error rates (WERs), the non chunked audio is used instead to avoid transcription issues. The corrupted audio is then converted to a spectrogram via the short-time Fourier transform. The spectrograms are made up of overlapping windows, with a step of 10ms and length 25ms. Due to the 16kHz sample rate, the number of samples in each window is 400 and the number of subsequent features is 201.

Experimental Setup. All the models are implemented via TensorFlow 2.6 [40] and Horovod 0.22 [41]. We follow [18] to build a d-vector model and use it to generate the sequence of enrolment hidden states. To investigate the performance of proposed models at different scales, we build base models and large models, where both the encoder and decoder have 3 and 6 layers respectively. All MHA components have 8 heads and each head has dimension 32. The FFN has one hidden layer of dimension 1024. We apply dropout [42] with a probability 0.1 to the output of each sub-component in each layer. For streaming, we restrict the look back step to 100 frames. We train the base/larger models for 100/200 epochs with batch size 320/640 on 4/8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. Each epoch contains 350 hours of training data. We follow the optimiser and the Noam learning rate scheduler in [33] with 16k war, after steps. The training objective is to reduce the power-law compressed spectral distance [43] between the cleaned spectrograms produced by the model.
Table 1: SDR (dB, higher is better) of models with offline and online scenarios. Cross-Seq+ 5R indicates the cross-attention is applied among 5 different enrolment clips. For the online Cross-Seq+ models, we train each model 3 to 9 times and report the mean SDR along with the standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dev SDR</th>
<th>Eval SDR</th>
<th>#Param</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>offline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoiceFilter</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>7.8M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpEXpc</td>
<td>17.95</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>11.7M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvaTr</td>
<td>18.02</td>
<td>17.42</td>
<td>12.3M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ large</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>10.8M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ base</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>18.16</td>
<td>6.1M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ large</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>12.0M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpEXpc</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>15.14</td>
<td>11.7M</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvaTr</td>
<td>15.57</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>12.3M</td>
<td>0.88x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq large</td>
<td>15.70</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>10.8M</td>
<td>0.95x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ base</td>
<td>15.71±0.08</td>
<td>15.29±0.06</td>
<td>6.1M</td>
<td>1.00x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ large</td>
<td>16.07±0.07</td>
<td>15.62±0.09</td>
<td>12.0M</td>
<td>0.91x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ 5R</td>
<td>16.23±0.10</td>
<td>15.84±0.05</td>
<td>12.0M</td>
<td>0.95x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: WER (lower is better) of models with online streaming settings. The WER is calculated using an open-source STT engine [44]. Cross-Seq+ 5R indicates the cross-attention is applied among 5 different enrolment clips. For Cross-Seq+, we report the mean WER with one standard deviation of 3 to 9 independently trained models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model (online)</th>
<th>Ambient WER</th>
<th>Babble WER</th>
<th>#Param</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground Truth</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No PSE</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>72.32</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpEXpc</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>11.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvaTr</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>25.71</td>
<td>12.3M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq large</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>30.09</td>
<td>10.8M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ base</td>
<td>15.66±0.15</td>
<td>26.03±0.51</td>
<td>6.1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ large</td>
<td>14.98±0.07</td>
<td>22.24±0.67</td>
<td>12.0M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Seq+ 5R</td>
<td>15.51±0.08</td>
<td>22.65±0.08</td>
<td>12.0M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the ground-truth. For each training process, the final model is selected based on the SDR on the development set.

Baseline Setup. We implement the baseline models VoiceFilter [4], SpEXpc [8], and AvaTr [12]. For VoiceFilter and SpEXpc we use the original model architectures in [4, 8]. Since AvaTr is a Transformer-based model, for a fair comparison, we implement it using the same hyper-parameters as our proposed Cross-Seq+. In the online streaming setting, we change the TCN blocks in SpEXpc to causal and restrict the look back step to 96 frames (the closest frame count possible to 100 due to the dilation in [8]) for the convolutional and MHA sub-layer. As in our proposed cross-attention models, we set the look back steps to 100 for AvaTr. In [8, 12], the embedding networks of SpEXpc and AvaTr are different to each other. In this work, for a fair comparison, we use the d-vector network as the embedding network for all baselines.

Experimental Results. Although we primarily focus on streaming scenarios, we also provide non-streaming offline PSE models whose performance can be viewed as a soft upper bound. Table 1 shows the SDR results for both of the offline and online scenarios. For the offline models, our proposed Cross-Seq outperforms the VoiceFilter and AvaTr baselines, but it does not surpass SpEXpc on the eval set. Nevertheless, our Cross-Seq+ models outperform all the baselines by a large margin.

For the online streaming scenario, we do not consider VoiceFilter or its streaming variant [5] since the performance gap between VoiceFilter and other offline models is significant. Table 1 gives the experimental results of the streaming models. Our streaming Cross-Seq outperforms baselines on the development set but this does not generalise to the evaluation dataset. However, our streaming Cross-Seq+ models outperform the baselines consistently. We train each streaming Cross-Seq+ model 3 to 9 times and this set of extensive experiments demonstrates that the better performance of Cross-Seq+ models over baselines is statistically significant. The inferior SDR values given by the baseline systems with a single static embedding vector indicate the usefulness of the dynamic speaker representations, as well as the benefits of attending the full sequence of enrolment utterance hidden states. Further, Cross-Seq+ 5R, which attends 5 different enrolment clips, gives the best results among the streaming models. This indicates the variability of the speaker is best captured across different recordings.

In addition to the PSE performance, we also measure model size and inference speed, which are critical factors for on-device systems. Impressively, as shown in Table 1, the Cross-Seq+ base model outperforms SpEXpc, AvaTr, and Cross-Seq large, even with approximately half of the model size. For the streaming models, we record their speed of processing 5000 corrupted utterances through a single NVIDIA A40 GPU. We view the speed factor of streaming Cross-Seq+ base as 1.00. Table 1 shows the inference speed of streaming Cross-Seq+ base is similar to streaming SpEXpc and faster than all other streaming models. It is worth noting that the encoder of SpEXpc is a convolutional network, which is typically less computation-intensive than a MHA network with a similar amount of parameters. However, due to the expressiveness of our proposed cross-attention, compared to streaming SpEXpc, streaming Cross-Seq+ base gives higher SDRs with halved model size, and this results in a similar decoding speed between Cross-Seq+ base and SpEXpc.

We further focus on the downstream ASR task. Table 2 shows the WERs. First, we apply the ASR system on the clean utterances to have a performance upper bound. To have a lower bound, we apply the ASR engine to the corrupted clips without any PSE module. Then, we apply an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to the output of the PSE models and feed the output of the IFFT to the ASR engine. In terms of WERs, the SpEXpc baseline gives the highest WERs among all models, although its PSE performance measured by SDR is not the worst. With halved model size, our proposed Cross-Seq+ base has significantly lower ambient WERs compared to all the baselines and similar babble WERs compared to AvaTr. When the model sizes are similar, the Cross-Seq+ large models outperform all models by a large margin.

6. Conclusion

We proposed fully Transformer-based streaming PSE models, which utilise on a novel cross-attention approach to generate dynamic target speaker representations. Compared to existing PSE systems, which uses a single static speaker embedding vector, our proposed approach better captures the variability of the speech of the target speaker. The improved expressiveness of the model leads to better performance in both PSE and downstream ASR tasks as well as reduced model size and latency when compared to baselines. Our proposed cross-attention can also be integrated into PSE models with backbone architectures other than Transformers, which we left as a future work.
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